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 Some English words are spelt so that they hold the speaker’s breath in play between two letters, p and 
b, consonants that represent the so-called bilabial plosives of the phonemes. (Was it only me who saw, biblical 
plosives? Does the stored air rent hope from the speaker? Is there another agent in the mouth?) There is a particular 
event in those words. What happens is: both lips meet and block the air between a voiceless detail of expression (p) 
and a voicey puff (b), a pause of body and spirit. It happens in the words: clipboard, scrapbook, upbeat, hipbone. 
What shall we call these words? Stepbrothers or crispbreads. There’s break that’s a join, a space filled but with 
nothing, and a modification of lack into a relation. So often they are two words meeting at an articulate juncture. 
Scrapbook. The spelling of contact is as sure as buildings or oceans but what sits in that tight space is something 
pending: Trouble, a meal, rest, battles. Tension. The telling substance in a humpback. The lips are thinking. They rest 
the affects. Soapbark. All that’s kept still; potential firefighting agent and throat sweet and vaccine adjuvant. The 
way the word is written demands the work of maintaining that one small assignment, a word’s worth of speaking, 
for less than time. The holding before the release and the voiceless before the voice suggests an order. The order 
circulates a cathexis, as in a retention of excitement. Muscles enact the work of healing and forcing. Clipboard. 
All in the moment before someone opens their door and then closes their door, nominates atrocity. Raspberries. 
Eat them, nominates a good life, dream about them. Say something like the nearly sacred honour of a single job, 
to offer contents from a vessel that is secret, maybe forbidden, to be consumed and shared. Cupbearer. Every 
instance of speech manages the performance of air, between p and b it is managed, then restrategised. Recount 
and reorder, blood and memory. Nothing is yet drawn in, but wielded. Upborne. They entertain life. Shopboy. They 
stop action and pan the stillness. Shipbuilding. They are song, antiwar, a space filled in. Withheld work as action? 
They are upbringing, me and my leaning-over on the stairs in years, waiting to return spirit to body. These words 
withhold. Cupboard. In a country of warehousing, detaining and securing the speechless, a word makes a point. 
In a language of temporary housing indeterminably, in a world where emissions are stored in the mouths of others, 
a word is a biosphere. It has subterranean stuff, a collection of bones and spit, then compression, finally bursts to 
weather. Poetry is noticing everything that happens in a word as political, somatic and human. Words have wounds 
in them, as well as fortitude, and the history of expulsion. 

So between masters and men th’ wheels fall through. 

1
 Stepbrothers



“Fluff?” said Margaret, inquiringly.
“Fluff,” repeated Bessy.

Elizabeth Gaskell, North and South

After the young mill worker says that she is dying of lung poisoning from cotton fluff after working in the carding-
room Margaret asks why there were no fans in the rooms. Bessy explains that while most mill owners considered the 
‘wind blowing wheels’ to be too expensive, others found that men wanted higher wages to work in rooms with them 
as they felt too hungry to work without the feeling of fullness, ‘after they’d been long used to swallowing fluff, to go 
without it’. 

If the first premise of work is to provide food (and then water, shelter, clothing) then labour that is coincidental with 
eating fluff maps the crisis of work, food and speaking. The consumption of non-food that replaces both eating and 
breathing, that distorts and hijacks the self speaking, is familiar as a global system, as a human language. The feeling 
of unhunger of workers full of fluff, both satiated and dying of it, is a phrase. That phrase is repeated constantly. The 
loaded air is composed of time and capital, without nourishment but with a meal of material content. Is this forced 
melancholia? Is it everywhere? The complex on the work-object as a means to speak and eat, is returned to desire 
as a condition of being made to eat nothing, a dummy life-force that is neither self nor strength. 

Compare the girl dying of inhaled and undigested fluff to contemporary British children in food poverty being sent 
nothing to live on except some chopped apples and handfuls of cereal in money bags. And, to enhance the lack, a 
halved carrot, and one halved tomato, and one halved red pepper. The money bags were presumably taken from 
the contracted company’s own stationery supplies and used to package the food examples in the name of hygiene, 
but in doing so framing, neatly, the poverty caused by capital; a child’s nourishment replaced by a docket of 
someone else’s money. Those money bags were heard, like fortified air chambers, naming the provision of no-food. 
What is the held phrase? What does it say? Inadequate food to live on within a welfare state is a declaration of 
sanctioned deprivation. Nourishment withheld. The libertarian-issued right to starve. A packet of dry cereal, received 
as a statement, consumed as a description, but it says more about the speaker than about the speechless. 

It is imposed melancholia when you are given nothing to eat. After eating you are returned to yourself as starved. 
And how can you speak as yourself after that, after identifying with the hunger for food as your language, being 
issued the desire to devour lack? To say, this is enough food for a child, when the food is nothing wrapped up in the 
decor of profit, is to say that hunger in children is an arrangement. It is a plosive, a pulsion of guts and bile, a kind of 
pollution. Decomposed and voided words. You say it, you go to hell. 
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 A Mock Break Fast



The doctor’s daughter who was sick after eating strawberries and so went without food for the day, dreamed about 
them that night, called out in her sleep, strawberries, wild strawberries, whipped egg pudding. The fantasy of eating, 
manifested in speech, in her dream, brought her back to her body as self. You can sit up and say, I am hungry, 
or you can call to the food itself, which is a different way of speaking. Calling directly to food puts the substance 
of your voice into the air from where it can come back. It’s you. Each oral pulsion of breath, vomit, song, draws 
something back in with their impulse and contentions. 
 
The voice calling to food. A little song from somewhere in the mouth. Discuss? 

Dream and air is a combination just edible enough to breathe in different chambers. Don’t fill the hole of your speech 
with anything less profane than wild strawberries, sick and wicked phonetics. Speak to lousy meat, straight out of a 
deed. What are harder than capsules of nothing, when hit, scored and chewed on. Maybe the steel of lyric? 

I noticed that puff is a contronym. To puff is to breathe in and to blow out, as in, he puffed on a cigarette, and, she 
puffed out her cheeks and blew on the candles. I also notice that I am returned to the feeling of performance when I 
say it, as I wrote it. I don’t know, some people just have to smoke. Compulsion, expulsion, reason and contra-diction. 

It’s 5pm and I haven’t spoken to a single person today. I have written and I have eaten a lot, although you wouldn’t 
call it anything other than snacking. As I say this I am still writing and eating so I must have kept breathing. The 
things I wrote were love and I’d love to talk and my bank details alongside my address. Things I ate were salty 
and explosive. I couldn’t stop eating, one taste began a need for another. Noodles, yogurt, nuts, buttered toast, 
chocolates, ham and crackers, banana, gherkins. Sucking on a mint while typing, I needed something. I whipped 
eggs and ate them. I lined up a row of kettle chips and placed a caper on each, dipped them in ketchup, ate three at 
once. I boiled a slice of bread in milk, added raisins and sugar, stuffed it in a cup and slurped it with a spoon. All of 
this felt like talking, felt like returning to a conversation between body and spirit. I fished my fingers around in a jar of 
olives until I had the last two. I sucked the vinegar off my thumb. It was a ravenousness caused by silence. I defrosted 
a pizza and smeared mayonnaise on the crust, I burnt my lips. I scraped ice-cream out of the tub and straight onto 
my tongue. I poured a cup of tea onto some oats, entered that into the microwave and let it become a paste. Mixed 
rice with croutons, celery with popcorn. I snacked, I snacked, I snacked. I was because I snacked. The mouth is a 
juncture where I say, occurring in the frame, wide and unmade like a throat, there is a desire to eat marshmallows. 
It’s just one of two, as Chaucer would say, the front end of sense, that backend of nonsense, the unmaking of 
advancements and pledges. All or nothing. Heavy strife happening in my mouth. Imagine a room full of gossiping 
and mismanaged angels. Marshmallow is figure of speech.
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In every mouth he mangled with his teeth
(as flax combs do) a single sinning soul

Dante Alighieri, Inferno, Canto 34

At funeral buffets, a particularly mean English phrase snags the mourners by the collar and prevents them from 
gannet-like devouring the sandwiches, family hold back. There’s not enough for us all and the most familiarly intimate 
with the budget will have to eat that. 

At the entrance to the Hell-circle of gluttons, Virgil throws three lumps of mud to stuff each of Cerberus’ three throats. 
The dog is three-times hungry and three-times loaded with mud. 

I want to eat
I need to speak
I would like to learn

Unhungry, the dog moves away from scraping and stamping on the greedy. It is their shadows that makes Dante 
wonder if the Last Judgement will bring more or less pain to the sufferers’ souls when they are returned as figures to 
flesh. The answer is ‘sensitivity’. Especially for the one condemned to eating the dead. His sensitivity is mostly a story. 
But is the body returned to the spirit? Asking for a friend. It never left. No, the return is constant, you can hear the 
ongoing ‘when’ of it, ravening and living sharply in the way we say, hipbone. Put this to the test: 

“Love.” Body is returned to the spirit. The body eats, behaves, soars, no air until the velveting out. 
“Currant Bun.” Body lays next to spirit. The air is squared off and understood. 
“Exaggerated.” The spirit is entwined around a tree believing it is a body and I couldn’t agree more. 
“Cry and counter-cry.”  The clarity in darkness. The spirit is stressed, prestressed then summoned by a body on 
rooftops. Middle of the day, a tap on head to let spirit in.

Eventually I spoke to someone, 
I tell you what else, I said, I’m dying for a hot steamy drink covered in marshmallows. My jaws and lips have come 
home from work to find me still speaking English, boiled over and sticky smearings. Snacking. Have had enough. 
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What about the about the spur of words? The way they ride out towards us arched and complicated. The way we 
feel them with a belch and a pardon. Flee them with an attraction to cream and dough. 

Rhyme makes words most foody, lets them be almost dead, very dead, aligns taste and sequences pleasure to 
death. 
 
The truth of bread
and where it rains
again, what is said

But the bread is real, and also a sound analogy with one desire next to another. Should like to chew it forever. Can 
feel tongue and palate duly thump at the end. 
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